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What is this?
NetBattlers Advance is a side-book of supplementary rules for
NetBattlers, the unofficial MegaMan Battle Network tabletop RPG.
This is full of optional content you can use to spice up your games. If
you want to read the core rules and learn how to play, get the latest
version of the rulebook here: MerryMancerGames.com. You can
connect with the rest of the NetBattlers community and find people
to play with at the Discord server here: discord.gg/ehZ9Y4g
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Liberation Missions

In Liberation missions, players tackle a series of small-scale challenges under a time limit. They are
designed to keep the action varied and fast-paced, working both in one-shots or as a part of a campaign.
The Map
First, the GM lays out a map with 6-18 tiles in front of the players. Each tile represents a contained area,
often a room. Tiles should be connected to two or more other tiles. Short missions can be finished in
~3 tile clears, while long missions may require ~7. Liberation missions should not be linear, and should
allow players the freedom to proceed through the map as they choose. If there is a boss, the GM should
make it clear where the boss is before the players fight them, either at the start or discovered midway.
When the players enter, they begin on a specific tile. Most tiles are contested, meaning they are
controlled by the enemy. Entering them will trigger a Countdown to an alarm. Once the alarm has
been disabled and the room has been cleared of threats, it will no longer be contested.
The GM describes the appearance and challenge of each tile on entry. The tile’s description is critical.
Keep them simple - they should be able to be expressed in a couple sentences. GMs should pick a few
important objects to highlight. The challenge at hand can range from brief Virus fights (1-2 Viruses is a
good number), puzzles, and social encounters. Plan for variety to avoid repetition.
The Alarm
Tile entrances are armed with a sensor field to detect intruders. When a player enters the field, the
alarm is triggered unless they bypass the sensors using Sneakrun or a chip like Invis or Shadow.
Players are unable to bring their element from a prior room; the sensor field dissipates the element.
Each alarmed tile has an alarm control panel. If the room is cleared of threats (no remaining hostile
Viruses and hazards neutralized), the alarm deactivates automatically. Some rooms may allow players
to leave the room before the alarm deactivates; in that case, the alarm will not sound if everyone leaves
the room, but it will not count as deactivated and will reactivate the next time the players enter.
Control panels have different methods of deactivation depending on their model:
Lockboxes are protected by a hard outer shell which can be destroyed with force. Once the outer shell
is destroyed, anyone can turn off the alarm by pressing the buttons.
CryptoLocks are encrypted control panels. A Normal Coding roll is enough to unlock them.
ProgLocks are special blue-colored Mr. Progs. These Progs are able to turn the alarm on and off, but
they tend to have personality quirks, and are often oblivious to threats facing the system. ProgLocks
can often be deactivated by charming them or helping them with a small task, though intimidation may
also work. Deleting a ProgLock automatically activates the alarm and makes it impossible to disable.
SyncLocks are made to ensure only human-controlled Navis can pass through. When activated, a
series of prompts appears on the NetOp’s PET. The NetOp must succeed on an Easy Affinity roll to
sync up with their Navi and clear the prompts simultaneously. (Unusable by Independent Navis.)
StealthLocks are invisible control panels. They emit a subtle audio signal (e.g. intermittent beeping, a
static whine) and can be detected with a Sense roll, though finding them in a noisy environment will be
Hard. StealthLocks throw a shower of sparks when damaged, briefly revealing their position.
There is a brief period between the alarm being triggered and its activation called the Countdown.
During the Countdown, the GM gives the players a timer number between 4 and 12, with lower numbers
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being more severe. Every time a player rolls or uses a (non-Simple) BattleChip, the Countdown timer
lowers by 1. Parrying and defending against an attack does not lower the Countdown timer. When the
timer hits 0, the alarm sounds, which triggers one or more repercussions. They may put adjacent tiles
on high alert, summon reinforcements, create a threatening hazard, or something else.
Additionally, if the tile is cleared with each player reducing the Countdown timer by one or less, the
players get a Perfect Liberation. After the mission is complete, the GM gives the players a reward
based on the number of Perfect Liberations they achieved. For example, a GM might give the party a
Rare Mystery Data for every two Perfect Liberations, or they simply earn 1000z per Perfect Liberation.
Generators
Liberation maps have 1-3 generator tiles, which contain generators. Generators create extra difficulties
for nearby tiles while they’re active. Players will have to sabotage the generator to disable them; exactly
how is up to the GM. Generators double as alarm controls. These tiles are tightly guarded. Some
generators can be hacked with a Normal Coding roll before being disabled for a one-time benefit.
Generator Examples
Amplifier: A bulky machine which periodically powers up Viruses within two tiles. First, the Viruses
start beeping. Moments later, they swell with energy, getting +2 dice to their next roll. When hacking an
Amplifier, for each hit rolled, everyone will get that many bonus dice on their next roll.
Spawner: A glowing platform that periodically creates a specific Virus. When the players clear a tile, the
Spawner generates a Virus on a Spawner-adjacent tile. Spawners do not add more than one Virus per
tile. If all adjacent tiles have a generated Virus, the Spawner will start placing Viruses two tiles away.
On successfully hacking a Spawner, the Spawner creates a friendly Virus to help the players.
Shaker: A huge piston periodically wails like a siren, then slams into the ground, sending massive
shockwaves to nearby tiles. The range of the Shaker is up to the GM. Anyone on the ground while the
shockwaves rock nearby tiles upshifts their next roll. Shakers may also make the environment gradually
more dangerous with their shattering quakes. On successfully hacking a Shaker, at any point, the Navi
can trigger a single remote earthquake in the tile they are in.
Scanner: A giant radar releases a beeping noise and scans nearby tiles. The Scanner’s view moves
clockwise or counter-clockwise, and its exact range is up to the GM. When the Scanner sweeps over a
tile with players, any player caught moving reduces the Countdown by 2. The sweep itself lasts only a
few moments. When hacking a Scanner, the Navi can pick a contested tile. For each hit, the player can
ask the GM about the tile’s: Viruses, hazards, alarm type, and threat.
Jammer: A communications jammer enhances the alarm of every adjacent tile. In addition to whatever
danger alarm-triggering creates, the Jammer will also fill the tile with PET-jamming malware, making
BattleChip usage and communication between NetOps and Navis impossible until the alarm is
deactivated in that tile.
Optional: Tactical Entrances and Exits
Not every exit (or tile) needs to be immediately obvious. Some connections between tiles may not allow
the players to pass through (e.g. a narrow slit in the wall, a barred window.) Players may be able to find
(or create) alternate entrances to bypass the sensor field. However, alarms can also be activated by
sensors (e.g. a laser grid) or by Viruses. In the event that players have entered without triggering the
alarm, Viruses can still trigger the alarm. Most Viruses have to maneuver to the panel to activate it, but
stationary Viruses may have hardwired access and be able to activate the alarm remotely.
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Sample Liberation Mission tiles

The Kitchen
Lock

CryptoLock

Countdown

9

Description

A fancy-looking kitchen, complete with a well-stocked bar, fruit bowls, tons of cutlery, and a huge cake on
a table. The alarm panel is behind the bar.

Threat

A Draggin by the cake and an Appley behind the bar.

Alarm

Light hazard - the cutlery begins flying around the room, periodically striking
the players.

The Ball Pit
Lock

Lockbox

Countdown

5

Description

An enormous, colorful ball pit sits in the middle of a large room. Mettaurs are hopping about and playing
in it, and they don’t seem to be paying attention to the players. The alarm panel is somewhere in the ball
pit, too. If you disturb the Mettaurs too much, they might get angry...

Threat

7 distracted Mettaurs in the ball pit.

Alarm High alert! All of the adjacent tiles have their Countdown reduced by 2.

The Sandbox
Lock

CryptoLock

Countdown

5

Description

An enormous sandbox sits in a room with tall windows. A lone Mr. Prog (with a sand bucket on its head)
has had a bit too much free time, and has made several beautiful sand sculptures, including a sleeping
Mettaur, a Mr. Prog with a crown, and an armored knight.

Threat

Mr. Prog got carried away and buried the alarm panel! Oops. It must be somewhere in the sand...

Alarm

Backup - Viruses burst out of the sand statues! A Mettaur Ω pops out of the
sleeping Mettaur, and a Swordy erupts from the knight.

The Clubhouse
Lock

ProgLock

Alarm

Backup - a Champy and Bestplate (two very cool dudes) come out from the
club house and attack the players.

Countdown

4

Description

In a narrow tunnel, a blue Mr. Prog blocks the way and says “You shall not pass! Cool Dudes Club members only!” Behind him, the players can see a messy room, strewn with video games and comic books,
along with another Prog or two. The blue Prog is wearing a paper hat.

Threat

Mr. Prog won’t let them through! (Though he might change his mind if they prove they’re cool...)

The Wall
Lock

SyncLock

Alarm

Hazards! First, the ceiling starts to crumble, dropping rocks (Light hazard), and
then it begins sliding down to crush the players (Normal hazard).

Countdown

4

Description

A massive stone wall blocks off the other exits. It’s covered in all kinds of hieroglyphs. The control panel
seems to be on the other side of the wall.

Threat

By deciphering the runes with an Info roll, they find the code to make the wall slide open: “Open source-a-me.”
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The Kiosk
Lock

N/A

Countdown

N/A

Description

A NormalNavi’s running a shop here?! They’ve got a small kiosk in a cozy room, with nice mood lighting
and comfy bar stools. The GM should pick a few NCPs and BattleChips for the vendor to sell, as well as
some fun extra items (e.g. learning a hint, restoring HP, refreshing a chip, getting a compliment).

Threat

None!

Alarm N/A

Wuthering Heights
Lock

ProgLock

Countdown

8

Description

A super-tall room with a Protecto in the center, towering nearly all the way to the top of the room. At the
top is a blue Mr. Prog, squealing for help getting down. The walls of the room are lined with precarious
footholds and crumbling platforms.

Threat

The Protecto and two Fishy Viruses circling the top.

Alarm High alert! All of the adjacent tiles have their Countdown reduced by 2.

The Quiz King
Lock

ProgLock

Countdown

5

Description

A spotlight appears on a blue Mr. Prog with a crown on his head, who says “Quiz King! Quiz King! Who
called the Quiz King?” The room looks like a game show set with a studio audience of Viruses. The Prog
refuses to open the door until the players correctly answer 7 questions relating to the campaign.

Threat

Players must get 7 questions right. They can roll Info to answer, though they should not have to do so for all.

Alarm

Backup - the studio audience! Viruses periodically hop up and attack the players, including Swordys, Bugtanks, and Dominerds. Keep answering questions!

The Jazz Club
Lock

StealthLock

Alarm

Backup - the next two tiles with Virus fights the players enter will also have a
Trumpy or MuteAnt (wearing jazzy attire).

Countdown

5

Description

The players enter a smokily-lit club, with off-duty Progs at the tables enjoying the music. On the stage, a
trio of Progs play smooth jazz on their instruments. There’s also a Prog barista at the side with a menu of
pricey coffee (the first player that buys something gets a piece of Mystery Data on the house).

Threat

The music’s too loud to find the StealthLock! (If the Progs get angry, they call in a bouncer Virus, too!)

The Mudpit
Lock

SyncLock

Alarm

Hazard - mud starts to flood the room! Any player drowning treats it like a Light
hazard at first, and then a Normal hazard if they don’t get out soon.

Countdown

9

Description

A cavernous room with a rocky walkway around deep, gaping pits of mud. The room is lined with stalactites and stalagmites, and the ceiling is relatively low. The control panel is partially submerged in the mud;
a Navi will have to wade in to use it. As the players step into the room, two Viruses emerge from the pits!

Threat

A Handy creates timebombs, and a Jelly takes the already-dangerous mud and throws it about.
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Starting Stronger

For those that don’t want to play as everyday kids, these rules should make stories about older and
more experienced characters easier to start. The starting chips for the License ranks are in addition to
the default starting pool and the Licenses before them. Combine the ages and Licenses as you please.
Teenager NetOps
NetOp stats start at 2, except for one at 1. NetOp
skills start at 0 by default. Choose two skills and
set them to 1. Choose two skills and set them to
2. Teenagers have two Talents.

Adult NetOps
NetOp stats start at 2, except for one at 1. NetOp
skills start at 0 by default. Choose three skills
and set them to 1. Choose one skill to set at 2,
and one to set at 3. Adults have three Talents.

Lastly, C, A, and S-License NetOps can get Personal BattleChips when choosing starting chips.
When the player chooses a Personal BattleChip, they pick any normal BattleChip (including whatever
Crossover Content the GM allows) that fits thematically with their NetOp/Navi. (Example: PaladinSword
for a medieval-style Navi, or Timpani for a drummer NetOp.) The GM always gets the final say as
to whether a BattleChip can be taken as a Personal BattleChip. Each License allows for a different
number of Personal BattleChips. Personal Battlechips count towards the normal starting chip limit.

c-license

Experienced NetBattlers - best in the city
In addition to the expanded pool of starting chips below, you start with a NaviCust and 6EB of space.
You can have one Personal BattleChip. Pick 4EB worth of NCPs to start out with.
CrystalBlade

GhostSeed

ZeroKnuckle

2 Damage, Close [Blade]

Near [Hazard]

3 Damage, Close, Slow [Impact]

A gleaming crystal blade. Can instead be used
to reveal & stun Near invisible targets.

Throws a seed that spreads the element
of the last enemy you deleted.

If you delete an enemy with this, you can use
their element for a downshifted Affinity roll.

Vault

Grappler

Insert

Simple [Rush]

1 Damage, Near [Shot]

Close, Slow [Summon]

Launch yourself two range bands.
Can also be used to exit a parry prematurely.

Drags the target into Close range on hit

Creates a large amount of an ally’s element.

ColorPoint

StickyStick

YamatoRush

Simple [Support]

2 Damage, Near, Awkward [Thrown]

2 Damage, Near [Wave]

Add +2 dice to your next roll if your
element is Near. Consumes your element.

Tosses a 10-foot pole. Sticks to
whatever it hits; difficult to break.

Spear soldiers rush! Spend 1 Bravery: upshift
the defense or have the soldiers linger after.
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A-license

Top-Tier NetBattlers - best in the nation
In addition to the expanded pool of starting chips below, you start with a NaviCust and 10EB of space.
You can have two Personal BattleChips. Pick 6EB worth of NCPs to start out with.
MirrorSword

SandRing

GutStraight

2 Damage, Close [Blade]

1 Damage, Close, Slow [Hazard]

2 Damage, Near [Impact]

RollFlash

DiffusalCannon

GhostGloves

2 Damage, Near [Rush]

X Damage, Near [Shot]

Close, Awkward [Summon]

A shining silver sword. Can instead be
used to parry a projectile attack.

Warp Close to the target and whip them!
Spend 1 Charm: Heal a Near ally 2 HP.

A hidden pitfall trap forms in front of you.

Add 1 damage for every stat and skill
point reduction you have. Max 5.

Fires a fist through the air that upshifts
the enemy’s next Stamina roll

Floating gloves mimic your hands, even
if out of sight. Can’t cause damage.

Fanfare

SwapRing

Poltergeist

Near, Awkward [Support]

1 Damage, Near [Thrown]

2x2 Damage, Near, Dangerous [Wave]

One ally is invincible for their next action
if your Navi sings loudly.

A glowing, magic ring! On hit, instantly swaps
your position with the target.

Pick 2 large objects in range that aren’t stuck to
a surface; they slam into the target.

S-license

Legendary NetBattlers - best in the world
In addition to the expanded pool of starting chips below, you start with a NaviCust and 15EB of space.
You can have three Personal BattleChips. Pick 10EB worth of NCPs to start out with.
LaserRazor

Grabby

BronzeFist

3 Dmg, Close, Dngr., Slow [Blade]

2 Dmg, Near, Piercing, Slow [Hazard]

2 Damage, Close, Guard [Impact]

Can instead be used to slowly melt
through a thin wall or barrier.

A massive hand pops out of a surface. It
grabs the first thing that moves Close to it.

A parrying gauntlet. Can instead turn the
next time you fail a melee parry into a tie.

MetaGel

IceSlasher

Sensor

2 Damage, Near [Rush]

Turn to jelly and splash into Close range.
Your body is solid again after a minute.

2 Damage, Near [Shot]

Enemies deleted by this turn into
frozen blocks shortly afterwards.

1 Damage, Close, Accurate [Summon]

TimeStopper

GutsShoot

ToadMelody

Guard, Simple [Support]

X Damage, Near, Awkward [Thrown]

Next time you succeed a Mind roll, stop
time long enough to use one roll/chip.

Toss an ally! X=your ally’s Body score.

Creates a motion-sensing eye that stuns the
first enemy it sees and alerts your Navi.

Near, Awkward, Slow [Wave]

Pick 2: stuns targets; next Charm roll has more
range; your next water-related attack is Piercing.
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Crossover Content

Crossover Content is a collection of optional BattleChips, NaviCust Programs, Viruses, and more based
off of other Merry Mancer Games titles. While they are not essential to the NetBattlers experience, they
are still meant to (mostly) match NetBattlers’ tone. If you enjoy NetBattlers, you can take a look at other
titles by Merry Mancer Games at www.MerryMancerGames.com!
ChitChat is a one-page game about
cute critters and communication. Tell
stories about fuzzy animals, friendship,
and teamwork! And instead of rolling
dice or flipping cards, work together
with your friends using language to save
the day. Get it now at DriveThruRPG:
https://www.drivethrurpg.com/product/267449/ChitChat
BattleChips
CritterCrew

EleMentalist

Jamout

Close [Summon]

Small animals come to help! They’re small, cute,
nonviolent, brave, and take simple orders.

Near [Summon]

Write any element down, tell others its 1st letter.
If a player guesses it 1st try, summon lots of it!

X Damage, Near, Dangerous [Wave]

Offdoff

PawClaw

Redecorator

2 Damage, Close [Impact]

2 Damage, Close [Blade]

Knock an object off the target (their weapon,
their disguise, a mind-control hat, etc).

Claw swipe! Can also be used to downshift a
Charm roll on someone who likes cute things.

Rock out with your allies! X=# of players in
the jam session (they don’t need the chip).

Near [Summon]

Every player names a simple piece of household
furniture/decor that appears around you.

NaviCust Programs
EncryptedChat [1]

PocketBase [1]

ProgPal [2]

Can speak in code to anyone who has this
NCP. Sounds like animal noises otherwise.

Your PET contains a cozy home base. You
can make a door to it at jack-in points.

When you befriend a Mr. Prog, get a token.
Can spend a token to reroll a Navi roll.

Viruses
Squeaker (Disruption)
Mind

1

Skills

Speed 2, Charm 2, Affinity 2

Element Soap

HP

3

Drops

Body

2

Soul

2

Tags
CritterCrew; PawClaw

Sneakrun

Roll

Speed

Slip past an inanimate threat (e.g. traps, sensors).

Harmless

Roll

Charm

Avert hostile attention from yourself.

Telltale

Passive

Always leave a trail of your element behind you.

Squeakers are white ferret-like Viruses that sneak into places, grab shiny things, and then run off, leaving a trail of slippery soap.

Crossover Content, continued
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Radical Spin is a micro-RPG
about
melodramatic
action
animals. Hedgehog heroes, will
you beat your evil twins, stop
the robot army, and survive the
perils of high school? Get it here:
https://www.drivethrurpg.com/
product/270950/Radical-Spin
BattleChips
AestheticShuffle

Dashspin

Faker

Awkward [Support]

2 Damage, Near, Awkward [Rush]

Close [Summon]

Your look is now Edgy, Funky, Cute, Soft, or Elegant. Can spend 1 Charm to refresh this chip.

Roll into a ball and bowl into the target! Speed
rolls are downshifted until you stop spinning.

A knockoff of you! It can use one of your Navi
Powers before vanishing. (May gain sentience.)

FlameShield

KnuckleSpikes

OpenYourHeart

2 Dmg, Near, Guard, Dngr. [Rush]

2 Damage, Close [Impact]

Slow [Support]

Dash to Close in a fire bubble! Can instead be
used to take -2 damage next time you’re hit.

Can instead be used to climb a solid
surface or rapidly burrow through soft ground.

Charge your power, add +1 die per HP missing
to your next Soul roll. Collapse after the roll.

PerfectChaos

ThunderShield

WaterShield

Near, Dangerous, Slow [Hazard]

Guard [Support]

Summon a massive storm! All downshift Bravery
rolls and upshift defense rolls while within.

Pick 1: electrify your next attack; downshift your
next ranged defense; reroll a Speed roll.

Guard [Support]

Pick 1: block a non-electric/blade attack; downshift underwater Speed rolls until you are hit.

Viruses
EggMecha (Artillery)
Mind

3

2

Skills

Sense 2, Speed 2, Stamina 1

Element Electricity

HP

5

Drops

Body

Soul

1

Tags

Inanimate
OpenYourHeart; ThunderShield

LockOn

Cost

Sense

Your next attack is guaranteed Easy and ignores temporary skill reductions.

JumpJets

Roll

Speed

Launch a range band in any direction from the ground.

ProgPower

Passive

EggMecha deactivates if the Mr. Prog inside is removed.

EggMecha Viruses are agile gunners with jetpacks. Each has a captured Mr. Prog inside their chest that escapes on Virus deletion.

ChaosBug (Striker)
Mind

1

Skills

Coding 2, Strength 1, Affinity 3

Element Water

HP

4

Drops

Body

2

Soul

1

Tags
PerfectChaos; WaterShield

FlowState

Roll

Speed

Reshape your body to fit in tight or oddly-shaped spaces. (Not a disguise.)

Shift

Roll

Affinity

Swap places with an abundance of your element in line of sight.

Assimilation

Passive

Add +1 to a stat when you absorb a piece of Mystery Data. Drop the data on deletion.

A strange Virus with a fluid body. It grows stronger as it absorbs Mystery Data. Nobody knows where it comes from.
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Crossover Content, continued
SKATEBOARD DOG is a dumb
game about animal rebels with
rad wheels and wild attitudes.
Do a spider ollie, stick by your
pals, and give your friend
a Neato Token. Get it here:
https://www.drivethrurpg.com/
product/272220/Skateboard-Dog
NaviCust Programs

ActionReplay [1]

Matchmaker [1]

RideOn [1]

On NetOp critical success, the PET autoposts a cool picture of it to social media.

Can roll Info to analyze social media and
judge 2 peoples’ romantic compatibility.

On jack-in, you have a cool, small ride (e.g.
roller skates, snowboard, pogo stick).

Viruses
Nabber (Striker)
Mind

2

Skills

Strength 2, Stamina 2, Bravery 4

Element Nets

HP

6

Drops

Body

2

1

Soul

Tags
Grabby; ZapNet

Shatter

Roll

Strength Destroy a Close structure or piece of terrain.

KineticArmor

Passive

After you take damage, downshift your next roll to move a range band.

Shakedown

Passive

When you hit a target, they drop 100z per point of damage.

Nabbers are hulking Viruses with huge nets on poles. They barge through walls and chase after Navis to steal their Zenny.

Story Kickstarters
SciLab needs your help! A
tame Mettaur escaped and was
last seen wandering around the
bustling cybermall. Bring it back
safe and sound! But watch out
– some greedy goons are also
hunting it down...

Love on the line! PogoMan’s
teenage NetOp is a hopeless
romantic with a hot date and two
tickets to the amusement park.
Coach him and hack the park to
make it a day to remember, but
don’t get caught by the staff!

Construction site chaos! A field
trip gone wrong – the skyscraper
construction site’s full of Viruses
and the equipment’s going crazy!
Swing cranes, hack bulldozers,
and run across girders to save
the day! And – is that a baby?!

Think of the children! A greedy
land developer is gonna plow the
orphanage and replace it with
a parking lot, but he’s playing
dirty! Discover his plan, avoid
his goons, and expose his illegal
tricks to the Officials!

Treasure hunt in town! A rich
eccentric has hidden treasure
in town, though they didn’t say
exactly what it is. Follow the
clues, beat the other groups to
the punch, and claim the treasure
for yourself!

The Big Game! It’s time for
the showdown against your
rival school, but your school’s
CyberBall team is out sick.
Substitute for them, beware dirty
play, and win the trophy! ...You
do know CyberBall’s rules, right?

Crossover Content, continued
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Mystic Lilies is a game about vengeful witches and dark manipulation. In a sealed-off region of fantastical
phenomena, the land is falling out of balance. You will play to find what people take and what people
lose to regain that balance. As a game about social conflict, its stories are about flawed, emotional, and
impulsive characters. Enjoy the drama, watch your characters change, and play to see how the story
unfolds. Check it out on Kickstarter: https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/willuhl/mystic-lilies
naviCust Programs
Retribution [1]

Servant [1]

AdminHeadphones [2]

When you agree to a deal, whoever breaks
the deal has their face & voice distort.

Must spend 1 Bravery to knowingly subvert
the wishes of a Navi with Master installed.

Can spend 1 Sense to briefly hear all
conversations taking place in the server.

CosmicMind [2]

DarkBargain [2]

DevilFangs [2]

When you roll, can spend 1 Mind to reroll
and use the better result; your body glows.

Once per jack-in, add 1 hit to an opposed
roll, even after rolling. Suffer bad luck later.

On enemy deletion, heal = its Max HP. No other
healing, even jack-out. Full HP to uninstall.

JackOfHearts [2]

Malediction [2]

QueenOfClubs [2]

You can see a colored aura around everyone that indicates their emotional state.

On jack-in, Hex a chip in your Folder. Hexed
chips cover the target with your element.

Non-multihit Dangerous chips deal +1 dmg,
but the collateral damage always backfires.

GrazingPower [3]

KingOfDiamonds [3]

Taboo [3]

On successful defense with Speed, +2
dice to your next attack roll. Doesn’t stack.

Can spend 2 HP to spawn your element
Close, generating it from within your body.

When you break something big/valuable, +1
die to your next Strength roll. Stacks to +3.

BeastWithin [4]

LunarDial [4]

Master [4]

On Cost Power use, turn into a beast for 3
rolls! Beasts ignore stat & skill reductions.

When you win a parry, you can freeze time
long enough for one more roll/BattleChip.

On jack-in, pick a Near Navi with Servant
installed. You mirror each others’ healing.
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Mystic Lilies Battlechips
AceOfSpades

AnnihilatingRoar

Apparition

Guard, Slow [Support]

Near, Slow [Wave]

Far, Simple [Support]

Next time you lose an opposed roll and at least
one of your dice reads 1, change all 1s to 6s.

Pick 2: deal 2 damage; reset Mind skills reduced
by enemies; push Close targets to Near.

Appear directly behind anyone visible.
Lights around them flicker and dim.

BadApple

BanishingBlade

Chimera

Close, Slow [Summon]

2 Damage, Close [Blade]

Slow [Support]

An apple curses temp. on bite! Pick 2: go blind;
speak all thoughts; panic; hallucinate; turn ugly.

On jack-in, pick a Virus category. Defending
against this chip is Hard for those Viruses.

DashingGrace

Demystification

Dominion

Far [Rush]

2 Damage, Close [Impact]

Close, Slow [Summon]

Zip Close and expose the target. If an ally rolls to
attack the target next, they deal +2 damage on hit.

Swap the value of two stats or two skills. Your
appearance also shifts. Expires after 3 rolls.

A bit of the target’s knowledge appears in writing! It’s more useful the more damage you deal.

3 ghost servants! They are slow & vanish when
hurt, but look & act haunting. One order each.

EchoChamber

ExtendAsh

FlowerBurst

Close, Awkward [Support]

X Damage, Close, Piercing [Blade]

Near [Wave]

Pick an ally in range that’s making an opposed
roll; you can reroll their failed dice.

Slash the target with a flaming phoenix talon!
X = the number of Near hostile Navis/Viruses.

Magical petals! When affected targets fail social
Charm/Bravery rolls, you dictate what they say.

Forbidden

HeartfeltFancy

ImmortalSmoke

Near, Awkward [Hazard]

Close, Slow [Summon]

Lays a tripwire over an exit. On activation, it briefly stuns the target & teleports you behind them.

Near [Support]

A magic butterfly! Whoever wilfully grabs it takes
4 damage and gets +4 dice to their next roll.

Take 2 damage, pick a used chip from an ally’s
Folder; you can use it once. Resets on jack-out.

InstantKarma

LooseRain

Misdirection

3 Dmg, Near, Guard, Slow [Summon]

Near, Slow [Hazard]

Simple [Support]

Ghost swords follow you. When someone tells a
lie in range, the swords pierce their heart.

Everything in range heals 2 HP.
It begins to drizzle.

Your next 3 rolls/chips can appear to
come from wherever you want in range.

Moonlight

PerfectFreeze

Possession

Near [Summon]

1 Dmg, Close, Dangerous [Impact]

Summons a moonbeam from the sky. You are
invisible as long as you stay within it.

Near [Support]

On hit, temporarily encases
the target in a block of ice.

Can only be used immediately after a Navi/Virus
is deleted. You can briefly control their body.

PristineBeat

Reverser

TabulaRasa

2 Damage, Far, Awkward, Slow [Wave]

2 Damage, Close [Blade]

[Support]

Your voice booms out, clearly heard
by everyone within range.

On parry win, pick 1 (lasts 3 rolls): invert your gravity; flip your temp. skill changes; flip the target over.

Erases any traces of your presence. Viruses
outside line of sight forget they saw you.

ThirdEye

Uptempo

VanishingMist

Near, Awkward [Shot]

Near, Dangerous [Hazard]

Near [Hazard]

Gaze into the target’s mind. You hear their
thoughts until you roll, use a chip, or take damage.

A blaring, frenzied beat! All in range downshift
their next 3 Speed rolls. Objects also accelerate.

VengefulSpirit

WanderFlame

WanderingSin

Near [Support]

Simple [Support]

2 Damage, Near, Awkward [Shot]

Curses a target. The next time they take damage,
their highest skill(s) are briefly reduced by 2.

Your jack-out roll is downshifted, and it triggers
a 3-damage Dngr. flame pillar that hits all Close.

Mist seeps into the area. Any who jack out in the
mist can invite a Close Navi to come with them.

The target is covered in text of your choice,
which needs a Hard Coding roll to erase.
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Incident Chips

Incident Chips are MegaChips tainted with sinister power, capable of immense, showstopping
repercussions. They have all of the same restrictions of normal MegaChips. In addition, there is only
one sure-fire way to stop their effects: delete the Navi that used it.
Game Masters: Incident Chips can be more open-ended than other chips, so you may need to plan
around them. Consider the consequences before inserting them into a session, and give them the
gravitas they deserve. If given to an enemy, foreshadow their presence; don’t make them a cheap
trick. Be flexible and imaginative with their effects. Lastly, while deleting the user is the only guaranteed
way to cut an Incident Chip’s effects short, it may be possible to end or get around them with creative
thinking and great effort. (Note: if using DarkChips, feel free to treat Incident Chips as DarkChips.)

EleGeddon

Expurgation

ForbiddenRitual

Near, Dangerous, Slow [Hazard]

4 Damage, Near, Awkward [Thrown]

Close, Awkward, Dangerous, Slow [Support]

Convert an object to your element. Your element
slowly spreads, converting everything it touches.

A cursed key. Stuns the target and exposes
their memories to view & edit, rendered as text.

Resurrect a Navi. Needs a powerful server; it is
destroyed soon after. They will not be the same.

Paranoia

PyrrhicSun

SealingRites

4 Damage, Near, Slow [Rush]

Near, Dangerous, Slow [Summon]

4 Dmg, Close, Awkward, Slow [Impact]

Marks the target. Once per jack-in, you can warp
Close & stun them, even if they are in other servers.

A molten star appears above, growing larger,
until the real-world server explodes into flames.

Entombs a target Navi in an inescapable cell,
buried within the server. Their PET disconnects.

ShadowCaster

VanishingWorld

VileSeed

5 Damage, Close [Blade]

14 Dmg, Near, Awkd., Dngr., Slow [Wave]

3 Damage, Near [Shot]

On hit, creates a fiendish doppelganger. At first,
nobody can tell which is which. Ignores Guards.

Before firing, spends a minute sucking power from
all electronics on the power grid. Ignores Guards.

A subtle, burrowing seed! After time passes, the
user can control the target’s body, then mind.
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Mystic Lilies Viruses

Lunatic (Artillery)
Mind

3

Skills

Sense 1, Charm 2, Affinity 2

Element Moonlight

HP

3

Drops

Body

2

HypnoShot

Cost

Meld

Passive

Soul

2

Tags

Hovering
Moonlight

On hit, your next attack makes the target (pick 1): very sleepy; see illusions; upshift next Mind roll.

Charm

You can hide yourself in your element indefinitely.

A pale white humanoid Virus with rabbit ears and glowing red eyes. Its body shimmers in the moonlight before disappearing from sight.

SnoWing (Artillery)
Mind

1

Skills

Sense 2, Speed 3, Affinity 2

Element Winter

HP

4

Drops

Body

1

Soul

3

Tags

Flying
PerfectFreeze; VanishingMist

CodeInjection

Cost

Affinity

Your next attack covers the target with your element.

Sublimation

Cost

Speed

Summons mist. If you roll 3 times while in the mist, you can warp two range bands away.

CrystalEyes

Passive

When you cover something with your element, gain +1 Sense.

SnoWing Viruses look like prankster fairies, flying on low-poly wings and hurling icicles before disappearing into the mist.

Spader (Artillery)
Mind

2

Skills

Sense 2, Info 3

Element Cards

HP

5

Drops

Body

2

Soul

3

Tags
AceOfSpades

Tracker

Roll

Sense

Find and identify hidden trails and footprints.

Foresight

Roll

Info

You can dodge an attack with Info if you’ve seen this enemy use it before.

SpadeCurse

Passive

On hit, targets are unable to lie unless they make a Hard Bravery roll or jack out.

A black-armored ranger with spade-tipped arrows. Its glowing eyes shine from within its helm, examining enemy attacks.

HateMail (Disruption)
Mind

2

Skills

Coding 2, Charm 3, Affinity 2

Element Messages

HP

3

Drops

Body

1

Soul

2

Tags
Misdirection; Possession

Trojan

Cost

Coding

Message a Near Navi’s PET with a link. If they open it, it makes a secret backdoor.

RedLetter

Cost

Affinity

Curse Near writing, changing the text and installing a secret PET backdoor on touch.

Impersonate

Cost

Charm

Send a forged message from any backdoored PET to the NetOp or their contacts.

HateMail Viruses look like innocuous piles of paper, stacked or strewn about. On close inspection, they’re covered in vile malware code.

SatorIcon (Disruption)
Mind

1

Skills

Info 4, Charm 2, Affinity 6

Element Feelings

HP

3

Drops

Body

1

Soul

2

Tags

Immobile
ThirdEye

Secretly send a strong sensation to a Near target. (If to player, GM passes a note explaining.)

Id

Cost

Affinity

Ego

Cost

Info

Sends (possibly false) info to a Near target in the form of a (possibly fabricated) memory.

Superego

Roll

Charm

Bewitch a Near NPC’s mind, rewriting their sense of morality until they take damage.

SatorIcon Viruses impersonate statues and other artworks, often with one detail askew. They telepathically communicate with others.

Mystic Lilies Viruses, Cont.
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Wikkid (Disruption)
Mind

1

Skills

Coding 3

Element Curses

HP

3

Drops

Body

1

DarkMark

Cost

Payback

Passive

Soul

4

Tags
BanishingBlade; VengefulSpirit

Mark a Near target. Hard Coding roll to remove - only one try. Remains after jack-out.

Coding

After your deletion, at some point, consume the Mark with a temporary curse (pick 1): make
their highest stat 1; they make a loud, embarassing noise; change their element to Bad Jokes.

A small ghost Virus that puts wicked Marks on its enemies. After it’s deleted, it exacts its revenge.

Headline (Striker)
Mind

1

Skills

Info 1, Strength 2

Element Scandal

HP

4

Drops

Body

2

ExtraExtra

Cost

Info

Muckrake

Passive

Soul

3

Tags
Demystification; WanderingSin

Creates a big, hefty textbox with scandalous info you’ve gained. Can absorb 1 attack.
When you hit a Navi, gain +1 Info and an embarassing/damaging fact from their social media.

Paparazzi Headline Viruses look like stout cameras in cheap, low-resolution suits. They use scandalizing “news” to protect themselves.

Lurker (Striker)
Mind

2

Skills

Speed 2, Affinity 3

Element Shadows

HP

4

Drops

Body

3

Soul

2

Tags
Apparition; Forbidden

Warp

Cost

Speed

Instantly move up to one range band.

NightSign

Cost

Affinity

Mark a Near target. Removing a Mark requires a Hard Coding roll or jacking out.

Stalker

Passive

Once per minute, you can teleport directly behind any Marked target.

Jet-black Lurkers have red amulets around their neck. They hunt Navis from the shadows, reappearing at vulnerable moments to strike.

WillOWisp (Striker)
Mind

2

Skills

Strength 3, Stamina 3, Affinity 1

Element Hellfire

HP

4

Drops

Body

1

Soul

3

Tags
ExtendAsh; WanderFlame

SmokeStep

Passive

You can move up to a range band immediately after being hit.

Firestarter

Passive

When you damage a target or object for the first time, they’re covered with your element.

CursedAsh

Passive

Anyone touching your element treats their Stamina as 0.

Malicious code come to life, WillOWisp Viruses live only to spread the wicked fire from their burning bodies.

Ampy (Support)
Mind

2

Skills

Sense 1, Charm 2, Affinity 3

Element Sound

HP

2

Drops

Body

1

Soul

1

Tags
AnnihilatingRoar; PristineBeat

Amplify

Roll

Affinity

Amplify and replay a Near sound, making it clearly audible up to Far range.

Mute

Cost

Affinity

Mute a Close sound, making it completely inaudible.

A tiny silver box with arms, legs, and a volume knob for a face. It can amplify things that shouldn’t be heard and mute things that should.
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MeloDeep (Support)
Mind

2

Skills

Charm 2, Affinity 2

Element Water

HP

4

Drops

Body

2

Soul

2

Tags
LooseRain; Uptempo

Harmless

Roll

Charm

Avert hostile attention from yourself.

TempoShift

Roll

Affinity

Upshift or downshift the next Speed roll of all Near. Also affects the speed of moving objects.

Aria

Cost

Affinity

When a Near ally is about to be deleted, they survive at 1 HP.

A sea siren Virus with a beautiful harp. Its music has the power to save lives and dictate the tempo of battles.

TaskManager (Support)
Mind

1

Skills

Bravery 3, Affinity 1

Element Fire

HP

4

Drops

Body

3

Soul

2

Tags
HeartfeltFancy; ImmortalSmoke

SetPriority

Cost

Bravery

Whip a Close target for 1 dmg. Covers them in your element. They get +3 dice to their next roll.

FireWire

Cost

Affinity

Whip a Close target for 1 dmg. Covers them in your element. They restore all spent skill points.

TaskManagers are demonic Viruses with flaming whips. They cackle with glee as they whip other Viruses into shape.

Amanojoker (Wrecker)
Mind

1

Skills

Affinity 2

HP

4

Body

Soul

3

Tags
Element Flipping
Drops

ThisWayDown Roll
Cost

Defiant

4

DashingGrace; Reverser

Speed

Rush into Close range of a Near target, flipping over any object in your path.

Affinity

Invert the temporary stat/skill changes of a Near target. Expires on your death.

Dressed in black-white checkers, Amanojoker Viruses take joy in defying order, sowing chaos, and turning the internet upside-down.

BlackBlossom (Wrecker)
Mind

1 Body 1 Soul 2

Tags

Skills

Affinity 4

Element Aroma

HP

3

Drops

Aromatherapy Cost

Affinity

Immobile
FlowerBurst; TabulaRasa

Pick an ally in your element. Heal them 3 HP
and change their element to yours.

Foxglove

Passive

When enemies in your element fail a social
Charm/Bravery roll, dictate what they say.

Tulip

Passive

When enemies in your element fail an Info/
Sense roll, say what they recall/perceive.

A black flower Virus. Called “the Killer’s Corsage,” its aromas trick minds.

CaskJeeves (Wrecker)
Mind

1

Skills

Bravery 3, Affinity 3

Element Food

HP

5

Drops

Body

4

Soul

1

Tags
BadApple; Dominion

Bodyguard

Cost

Bravery

The next time an ally of your choice is attacked, you are attacked instead.

PlatDuJour

Cost

Affinity

Curse your Close element. Any who touch it (pick 1): hallucinate; go blind; fall asleep.

A spooky butler Virus that serves up cursed food from its spotless silver tray. When off duty, they rest in weathered wooden caskets.

Crossover Content, continued

Leximancy
A roleplaying game of wizardly wordplay by Will Uhl
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Do you have what it takes to be the
most dazzling wizard in the land?
Prepare your words of power and
panache! The wizard tournament
is about to begin, and the crowd
is hungry for a sensational
performance! Get it here:
https://www.drivethrurpg.com/
product/299490/Leximancy

BattleChips
AlchemistTrick

AlphaStrike

CapsLock

Simple [Support]

2 Dmg, Near, Piercing, Slow [Thrown]
Cursed envelope! Pick a letter. For 3 rolls, the
target can’t use chips starting with that letter.

1 Damage, Near, Accurate [Impact]

Sacrifice a BattleChip to upshift target’s next X
rolls. X = # of capital letters in the chip name.

ChaosSwap

Crowdsource

DictionaryAttack

On next chip use, change a word of its description to a perfect rhyme. Only affects appearance.

1 Damage, Near, Piercing [Thrown]

Near [Summon]

Wild magic attacks two targets! If you hit both,
swap their elements. Lasts until you roll 3 times.

1 Damage, Close, Accurate [Blade]

A big hologram crowd! They cheer spectacle,
boo boring people, and disappear when harmed.

Paper rapier! Pick a letter; if the target’s element
includes that letter, disable it for 3 rolls.

LoveLetters

MagicTome

RhymeScheme

[Support]

2 Damage, Near [Shot]

Pick an unused chip in your Folder, heal X HP.
X = # of vowels (including Y) in the chip name.

Cast a magic bolt! Can instead be used to make
your next 3 Affinity rolls using Info instead.

Near [Support]

Spend X Info to turn the target’s element to a
perfect rhyme of your choice for Xx2 rolls.

Viruses
AnaPest (Disruption)
Mind

2

Skills

Speed 2, Affinity 2

Element Rhymes

HP

2

Drops

Body

1

Soul

3

Tags

Flying
AlchemistTrick; RhymeScheme

Roll

Charm

Avert hostile attention from yourself.

PoeticLicense Roll

Affinity

Temporarily change an object/ally’s appearance to a perfect rhyme of the target’s name.

Harmless

AnaPests are big moth-like Viruses. Their paper wings are covered in poetry, author unknown. No two AnaPests have the same poems.

BlotOut (Striker)
Mind

2

Skills

Info 2, Strength 1, Affinity 2

Element Ink

HP

4

Drops

FlowState

Body

Roll

WordOfTheDay Cost
DeadLetter

Roll

3

Soul

2

Tags

Hovering
AlphaStrike; DictionaryAttack

Speed

Reshape your body to fit in tight or oddly-shaped spaces. (Not a disguise.)

Info

Secretly pick a word. You can warp directly behind any Far enemy that says that word.

Affinity

Declare a letter and a Near target. If they say the letter and you are alive, your element covers them.

BlotOut Viruses are made of swirling ink and a large, slashing fountain pen. It curses letters and words to punish careless speakers.
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Crossover Content, continued

Night Drifters
Night Drifters is a role-playing game about teen drama and street racing, taking inspiration from shows
like Initial D. Urban teens with fast cars, attitude, and enough time to get into trouble collide, amping
up the tension until everything’s put on the line for the final race. Go fast, act rash, and don’t look back.
Get it now at DriveThruRPG: https://www.drivethrurpg.com/product/302233/Night-Drifters
NetRacing Rules
Designing the Race
A race is comprised of a series of legs (different parts of the race track). Races have 3 to 6 legs. Each
leg has a difficulty (Easy/Normal/Hard). When racers roll to overcome a leg, they use the leg’s difficulty.
Legs should be simple and exciting, with many potential solutions and ways other players can make
them worse. Examples: ramps, Viruses on the road, falling debris, hairpin turns, pitch-black tunnels.
How to Race
Your vehicle uses your stats & skills, and anything that affects it affects you too. Each racer also tracks
their Velocity, which measures their relative position to other racers. Velocity starts at 0. The racer that
completes the final leg with the highest Velocity wins the race. Velocity cannot go below 0.
Each leg, all racers try to take the lead by picking a skill and rolling leg flowchart
at the same time. Use any skill you can narratively justify: Speed to 1. GM describes the leg.
drift a tight corner, Bravery to do a risky stunt, Coding to overclock 2. Players can spend 1 Velocity
your car, etc. You can only use each skill to overcome a leg once
to roll or use a chip/power.
per race. Racers add the number of hits rolled to their Velocity.
3. Racers roll to tackle the leg.
Each leg before rolling, racers can spend 1 Velocity to interfere with the race by using a roll, power, or
chip. Navi Powers can only be used once per race. When damaged, racers can reduce either HP or
Velocity. Chips/powers that move you a range band give +/-3 Velocity.
Range Bands Between Racers
Close: 0-2 Velocity between racers. Near: 3-5 Velocity difference. Far: 6+ Velocity difference.
Virus

Delinquick (Support)
Mind

2

Skills

Speed 3, Bravery 2, Affinity 1

Element Stunts

HP

2

Drops

Body

2

Soul

3

Tags
RadicalGrind; TurboTire

Bodyguard

Cost

Bravery

The next time an ally of your choice is attacked, you are attacked instead.

GasGasGas

Roll

Speed

Move Close to a Near target and steal (pick 1:) Zenny; a Folder chip; a held item.

Tandem

Passive

When you move a range band, you can bring one Close target with you.

The wiry Delinquick Virus rides a rocket motorcycle. Known for speeding off with stolen goods, another Virus can ride in the backseat.

Navi Power Upgrades
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These NaviCust Programs can be used to upgrade Navi Powers. All Navi Power Upgrades require the
original Navi Power, either from character creation or a NaviCust Program. You can only have one Navi
Power Upgrade installed for each Navi Power. Benefits from Navi Power Upgrades are lost if either the
Upgrade or the Navi Power itself are uninstalled. Anything that copies Navi Powers (e.g. NaviChips)
also copies NPUs.
Sense

• BlindMode •
Find a target with extrasensory means
(e.g. thermal imaging, echolocation).

• Tracker •
Find and identify hidden
trails and footprints.

• Splash •

Roll once to attack a Near target.
Damages everything Close to the target.

◊ LockOn ◊

Your next attack is guaranteed Easy and
ignores temporary skill reductions.

◊ Volley ◊

Roll the next attack three times
and take the best outcome.

Expose [2]

Monitor [2]

Detecting a target with BlindMode
reveals them to all allies for 3 rolls.

Can place a remote, livestreaming
camera with all senses. One at a time.

EnviroScan [2]

Projector [2]

Tracker finds vulnerable, hidden, or
inconsistent parts of the environment.

Shows the target’s speed, destination,
and exact movements and actions so far.

HyperBomber [3]

RemoteDet [2]

Splash can use AP rounds, downshifting
Speed and upshifting Stamina defense.

Choose when shots detonate. 2 primed
shots at once. Roll dmg on detonation.

ChargeShot [2]

Interception [2]

LockOn can be used to make Shot
chips Accurate and ignore Guards.

Can instead mark a target. Your ranged
attacks can parry their ranged attacks.

RapidInput [2]

Ricochet [1]

Volley can affect any non-combat
Strength, Coding, or Speed roll.

Can instead spend 1 Sense to
reroll an attack you just made.
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Navi Power Upgrades, cont.
Info

• Analyze •

Learn 1 per hit: the target’s stats+skills,
Folder, Powers, NCPs, and element.

• Foresight •
You can dodge an attack with Info if
you’ve seen this enemy use it before.

• MemoryScan •
Scan a Close Virus/Object to reveal the
target’s recent memories/interactions.

◊ Reconfig ◊
Switch out unused chips in your
Folder for ones in your pack.

◊ Refresh ◊

Pick a used BattleChip in your Folder. It
is now usable again - once per chip.

Aggregator [2]

Exploit [2]

Can spend hits to learn their: NetOp,
Bonds, Zenny, and emotional state.

Add +2 dice to the first 2 allied rolls vs.
the target. Once per target.

Anticipation [2]

Evacuate [2]

Foresight also lets you parry,
not just dodge.

If you successfully defend with Foresight, you can move a range band away.

SearchIndex [2]

StorageViolation [3]

You can find distant memories if you
give a specific date/time.

MemoryScan can also
scan Navis. [Often illegal.]

AutoWrite [1]

Hijack [3]

To download Virus data, you can erase
a chip in your Folder for a full success.

On hit, your next melee attack takes a
chip (GM’s pick) from the target’s Folder.

ForceRefresh [2]

Retry [3]

Can instead reduce Max HP by 2 to
use Refresh. Resets on jack-out.

If a target completely resists a chip, it
is not exhausted. Once per BattleChip.

Coding

• Disruption •
Pick a Near target; disables their last
used power/NCP until they roll 3 times.

• Firewall •

CopyCommand [3]

Rupture [2]

On blocking a default Navi Power/ NCP,
you can use it once until next Disruption.

If used Close, can also deal damage.
On hit, reduce damage by 1.

Backtrace [2]

Portal [3]

Put a temporary door on a Near entrance
that blocks known enemies.

If the door is destroyed, it turns into a
medium hazard and you’re alerted.

After a couple minutes, doors allow
travel directly between each other.

• NoClip •

AntiCollider [2]

Fizzle [3]

You can apply NoClip to a Close target.

You can use NoClip to dodge attacks
that would pass through you.

Pass through a thin structure
(walls, floors, pipes, etc).

◊ HotSwap ◊
Change your NaviCust setup
without jacking out.

◊ MapEdit ◊

Generate a Near simple structure that is
either hard, large, or hidden.

Reroute [3]

Tinker [2]

You can reduce your Max HP for +EB,
1 HP for 1EB. Can be undone.

If you spend a minute of uninterrupted
concentration, HotSwap has no cost.

TexturePack [2]

Motorize [2]

Structures can be bouncy, sticky, floating, slippery, magnetic, or gelatinous.

Structures can move independently;
Easy Coding roll to change the speed.

Navi Power Upgrades, cont.
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Strength

• Gutsy •
Launch a Close target one
range band in any direction.

• Shatter •
Destroy a Close structure or
piece of terrain.

• Shockwave •
Make a ranged attack on a
grounded Near target.

◊Breakcharge◊
Your next attack roll ignores Guards and
upshifts the target’s next 4 Body rolls.

◊Followthrough◊
Your next melee or Strength roll hits any
number of targets in range.

GutsShooter [2]

GutStrike [1]

When a Gutsy’d ally rolls to melee
attack midair, they add your Body.

You can roll 1 fewer die on any melee
attack to give it Gutsy’s effect.

Demolition [2]

Infiltrate [1]

Before rolling, can choose for the target
object to become a Normal hazard.

Shatter can be silent if you have a few
moments of uninterrupted preparation.

Tremor [2]

WaveMod [2]

Deal one less damage to
knock the target over on hit.

Spend 1 Wave chip to give Shockwave
its properties for X+1 rolls. X=chip dmg.

BreakSlot [3]

Debilitate [2]

Can use BreakCharge with melee
chips. They also become Piercing.

Can upshift one of the target’s skills
instead of Body rolls. (Does not stack.)

Blowback [2]

LastHit [2]

One target can be Near range if you
pick a Close target to launch at them.

Followthrough is free if it deletes a target.
Reset Strength penalties on multi-delete.

Speed

• FlowState •
Reshape your body to fit in tight or oddlyshaped spaces. (Not a disguise.)

• JumpJets •
Launch a range band in any direction
from the ground.

• Sneakrun •
Slip past an inanimate threat
(e.g. traps, sensors).

◊Afterimages◊
Roll your next 3 defense rolls twice,
using the better result.

◊Warp◊

Instantly move up to one range band.

KeyBind [2]

Meld [1]

FlowState lets you constrict a target.
Resisting with Stamina is upshifted.

You can hide in a Close abundance
of your element indefinitely.

BlastOff [2]

ZealOverdrive [2]

JumpJets covers all enemies Close to
your launch point with your element.

On success, you can downshift your next
attack and upshift your next defense.

Cloak [2]

Pathfind [1]

When you spend a Speed point or roll a
crit with Speed, you can briefly go invisible.

SneakRun can affect others too as
long as they stay Close to you.

BackupRoutine [1]

Illusion [2]

Can spend a reroll to downshift
a Charm or Bravery roll.

Spend a reroll to give a transient,
incorporeal hologram of you 1 order.

Revert [2]

Transmission [2]

Within 10 seconds of warping, you can
warp back to your starting point for free.

You can use Warp on a Close
ally or object instead.
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Navi Power Upgrades, cont.
STamina

• ArmorChange•
Your body is briefly (pick one): superhot;
icy; superheavy; camouflaged; or luminous.

• GravArmor•
Move along or stick to any Close surface,
or stick any Close object to you.

• Reflect •

Parry a ranged attack, rolling Stamina.
Reflects secondary effects.

◊Clear◊

Clear negative effects and stat/skill reductions from hazards and enemy attacks.

◊Regenerate◊
The next 5 times you roll or use a BattleChip, heal 1 HP. (Damage comes first.)

ArmoryPlus [2]

GuardArmor [1]

Can instead choose these effects: loud;
decorated; buoyant; flammable; or ugly.

When you have a Guard chip active,
downshift ArmorChange rolls.

ReversePolarity [3]

TeamLock [1]

GravArmor can drag a Near object or
airborne target into Close range.

When you stick to a surface, any Close
allies can gravity-latch onto your body.

StrikeBack [2]

TypeConversion [2]

You can Reflect projectiles with a melee
attack instead, BattleChips included.

If you win, you can instead convert your
hits to bonus dice on your next roll.

Defrag [2]

RAMWipe [1]

You can use Clear on a
Close ally instead.

Can instead modify your next attack to
remove temporary buffs on hit.

Essence [1]

Overheal [2]

Each time Regenerate heals 1 HP, a small
amount of your element appears Close.

All healing can exceed Max HP. While over
Max and not healing, take -1 HP each roll.

Charm

• Harmless •
Avert hostile attention from yourself.

• Hypnotize •
Gradually lull a Close target to sleep.

• Playback •
Imitate someone else’s voice.

◊ModelEdit◊

Look like a Virus or Navi you’ve met
(appearance only).

◊Overwrite◊

Trick a hostile Virus into helping you. The
bigger the ask, the shorter it lasts.

Incognito [1]

Mascot [1]

On a success, targets will not remember
your identity if you choose.

You can also avert hostile attention
from X Close allies. X=hits-1.

HypnoFlash [3]

Subliminal [1]

Hypnotize works on humans if you are
on a large screen. [Often illegal.]

On success, you can describe the
target’s dream as detailed as you like.

Soundboard [1]

SurroundSound [1]

Playback can generate any noise
you’ve heard before or can find online.

Your voice can come from any real-world
speaker Near your physical jack-in point.

Designer [1]

Fabricator [3]

You can apply ModelEdit
to a Close target.

ModelEdit can be used as a Roll Power.
Major changes require a minute of focus.

Influencer [1]

Tamer [3]

Overwrite also works on generic/
unnamed digital NPCs. [Often illegal.]

If a Virus is near deletion, you can permanently tame them (1 Virus at a time).

Navi Power Upgrades, cont.
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Bravery

• Glare •

A Close target cannot move range bands
until line of sight breaks.

• SystemCall•
Convince one or more Near targets to
focus their hostile attention on you.

• Vengeance •

Callout [2]

SnakeEyes [2]

Glare works on fleeing Near targets.
They turn to face you.

Briefly stun a target the first time
you successfully Glare them.

Arena [2]

Gladiator [2]

On success, an elemental ring shuts
others out and you and the targets in.

When parrying a SystemCall target, you
can turn one failure into an escalation.

Flurry [2]

Tantrum [2]

Use Bravery to attack a Close target that
recently attacked an ally.

Roll 1 fewer die to rush from Near to
Close range as part of the attack.

When an enemy damages an ally,
add dice to your roll = HP lost.

◊Bodyguard◊

Daredevil [2]

Protector [2]

If you defend by parrying,
the cost is refunded.

You can defend all Close allies at
once from a multitarget attack.

The next time an ally of your choice is
attacked, you are attacked instead.

◊Rally◊

Add two dice to someone else’s
Soul roll (before they roll).

Inspire [1]

Specialist [2]

Rally can instead let an ally reroll
two dice on a Soul roll.

On jack-in, pick any skill. Rally can add 3
dice to an ally roll with that skill instead.

Affinity

• Alt•

Consume all of your element to create
a minion with one purpose.

• Control•
Make a ranged attack with
your element if it is present.

• Shift •

AltTab [3]

Payload [2]

You can make any roll via your minion
instead, including Navi Powers.

Whenever something destroys your
minion, it explodes into your element.

ControlA [2]

ControlX [3]

Detonate all abundances of your element
in Near range, damaging all Close to one.

Control is now a melee attack. Can use
the element of the last enemy you deleted.

BurstTransmission [1]

Redirect [2]

Swap places with an abundance of your
element in line of sight.

When appearing at your destination,
cover everything Close in your element.

You can Shift with a known Near abundance of your element not in sight.

◊CodeInjection◊

BufferOverflow [1]

Universal [1]

If your next attack deletes, cover all
Close to the target with your element.

Non-attack rolls can use CodeInjection
as long as they have a target.

Your next attack covers the
target with your element.

◊Save◊

If your element is present,
heal someone for 3 HP.

ElemenTango [2]

SaveAs [1]

Save also gives the target an elemental
barrier (Guard) that negates 1 attack.

Save also gives the target control
over your element for one roll.
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DarkChips

Content Warning: This section deals with themes of toxic/abusive relationships & power dynamics.
DarkChips are destructive BattleChips connected to an outside entity - a Daemon. More powerful than
MegaChips, they can cause devastating damage, manipulate servers, and control the minds and bodies
of Navis. Their excessive power come at a cost. Whenever a Navi uses a DarkChip, they connect to a
Daemon, forging a Bond.
When a Navi first comes into contact with a DarkChip, even if they don’t use it, a Daemon will gain a
tenuous link. The Daemon may lead the Navi towards DarkChips, either subconsciously directing them
towards real-world DarkChips or directly downloading DarkChip data into the Navi’s Folder. If the Navi
ignores these temptations for long enough, the link will fade and the Daemon will move onto another
target. However, if the Navi uses a DarkChip, they create a Bond with the Daemon.
When a Navi uses a DarkChip, they have a choice - either increase their Daemon Bond by 1 or perform
their Tribute. DarkChips can only be used once. DarkChips have the same restrictions as MegaChips.
However, when a Daemon puts a DarkChip in a Navi’s Folder, it ignores all Folder restrictions.
Daemons
Daemons have four aspects: their Domain, Tribute, ChaosUnison, and Signature DarkChip.
Domains represent the feelings the Daemon preys on and what
benefits it offers. Domains influence the kinds of DarkChips Daemons
provide, how they influence NetOps and Navis, and its Tribute.
Tributes are destructive acts that temporarily sacrifice a Navi’s
agency, letting the Daemon act through them. Tributes have longlasting consequences that persist on jack-out. The primary way
to Tribute is by using a DarkChip and choosing to Tribute instead
of increasing your Daemon Bond by 1. However, once the Navi
has a Bond Level 3 or higher with the Daemon, the Daemon can
remotely trigger their Tribute. It won’t happen instantaneously there will be warning signs, such as a creeping feeling, icy hands,
or uncontrollable shivers. When a Daemon triggers a Tribute, it is
almost certain to happen at the worst possible time.
ChaosUnisons are corruptions of the Bond Power CrossSoul.
When a Navi with a Daemon Bond activates CrossSoul, instead
of spending 3 Bond Points, they can spend a DarkChip to trigger a
ChaosUnison. ChaosUnisons still Cross with an ally and contain all
the benefits of a CrossSoul, but with three effects. First, activating a
ChaosUnison grants an extra Daemon-specific benefit. Second, the
CrossSoul instead lasts for 2+[Daemon Bond Level]x2 rolls. Third,
the Navi increases their Daemon Bond Level by 1 after it ends.
Signature DarkChips can only be accessed by that Daemon.

DarkChips, cont.
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Daemon Bonds
Each Bond Level a NetOp gains with a Daemon increases the influence the Daemon has over the Navi.
Unlike normal Bonds, Daemon Bonds can exceed 3. However, Navis cannot CrossSoul with Daemons.
Unless stated otherwise, the effect of each Bond Level stacks with the following levels.
Bond Level 1: The Daemon can freely communicate with the NetOp and Navi via the PET, using
whatever form or voice they choose.
Bond Level 2: When the Navi rolls partial successes during ChaosUnison, the Daemon can choose
to turn them into failures or full successes. The Daemon can also subtly manipulate the NetOp’s PET.
Bond Level 3: The Daemon can remotely trigger a Tribute for any reason, or no reason at all.
Bond Level 4: When the Navi uses a DarkChip, the NetOp must make an Easy Affinity roll to prevent
the Daemon from taking control of the Navi.
Bond Level 5: The Navi can ChaosUnison directly with the Daemon, adding 4 to every skill. DarkChip
use now requires a Normal NetOp Affinity roll to prevent the Daemon from controlling the Navi.
Bond Level 6+: The NetOp must make a Hard Affinity roll on jack-out, DarkChip use, and when a target
is deleted. Failing this roll means the Daemon assumes total control of the Navi, likely permanently.
When a player character has a Daemon Bond, they gain an extra step to Growing Up: Subvert your
Daemon’s desire. Completing this step can take the place of one of the other three steps. When a
player character completes three Growing Up steps including “Subvert your Daemon’s desire,” the
Daemon Bond Level is reduced by one.
Game Masters: Daemons & DarkChips
When deciding which Daemon to introduce into your game, consider your player characters’ flaws.
Each Daemon is meant to prey on a different insecurity. Match them well and your players should find
it easy to play off of your Daemon of choice. Similarly, be thoughtful about which DarkChips you offer.
The right DarkChip at the right time can be exceedingly tempting. It can be extra tempting if you only
show the chip to the player in question.
Be flexible with your Daemon’s powers. Spawning Viruses? Corrupting Mystery Data? Haunting NPCs?
As mysterious forces with inestimable power, if it fits roughly within their Domain, they can probably do
it. You don’t need to precisely define the limits Daemons have; as long as you’re consistent, leaving the
boundaries of their power ambiguous can help make them intimidating.
Tempt player characters with more than just DarkChips. Think about the darkest way to fulfill that
character’s desires in a way that aligns with the Daemon’s Domain. Then present that temptation in
exchange for either a Bond Point or a Tribute, just like a DarkChip. Be creative and think cruelly.
Don’t worry about their ties to Battle Network canon if you don’t want to. Daemons are meant to be
loose interpretations. Divorce them from BN canon entirely if you want. If your players would find the
potential tie to canon distracting, feel free to give them different names, designs, and voices.
Lastly, be sure to speak with your players about introducing DarkChips and Daemons into your campaign.
Though abstracted, Daemons deal with challenging content that players may not feel comfortable
confronting. Check in early and often to make sure that everyone is having fun — yourself included.
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DarkChips: Daemons

LIFEVIRUS
Nobody can hurt you. You are finally safe.

GOSPEL

You were weak. You were pathetic. Then I found you.

Domain: Fear, Security, Isolation

Tribute: Vanish

Domain: Power, Impulse, Self-Destruction

Tribute: BugCurse

Signature DarkChip: LifeAura

ChaosUnison: Undying

Signature DarkChip: GraveBreath

ChaosUnison: BugCharge

Vanish: The Navi temporarily disappears. Nobody knows where
they go. When they return, they remember little to nothing about their
disappearance, but are ice-cold to the touch.
Undying: The hands of the LifeVirus protect the Navi during CrossSoul,
rising from the Navi’s back. When you would take damage from an enemy
attack, the LifeVirus’s hands redirect the attack to a Near target of the
LifeVirus’ choice. Anyone with a Bond with the Navi upshifts their roll to
defend, and is pushed away a range band on hit.

LifeAura
Guard, Dangerous [Support]

A shadowy orb protects the user from all attacks
under 5 damage. All Near noise is muted.

ALPHA

You don’t have to be different anymore.

BugCurse: The Navi’s code corrupts. Daemon picks 2 bugs: they cannot
feel or display emotion; they cannot speak or write; on failing a roll, they
take -1 HP; anyone they touch gets a Bond with Gospel; their element
is changed to Corruption; they cannot jack out when a known enemy is
Near. When you increase your Daemon Bond, fix 1 bug.
BugCharge: During CrossSoul, the Navi’s body is riddled with glowing,
flickering spots. They are immune to their bugs. When the Navi rolls to
damage anything, they add X dice, where X=the # of bugs affecting them.

GraveBreath
Far, Slow [Hazard]

Sinister breath bathes the server. Others suffer
your bugs and lose 1 HP each time they roll.

DUO

We will achieve justice. They will pay for their crimes.

Domain: Belonging, Uniformity, Purpose

Tribute: AlphaSeed

Domain: Law, Vengeance, Penance

Tribute: Repent

Signature DarkChip: AlphaClaw

ChaosUnison: Assimilate

Signature DarkChip: JusticeFist

ChaosUnison: AngerImpact

AlphaSeed: Plants an AlphaSeed deep in the server. It gradually grows
over time, leading Alpha to assimilate the server. As the seed grows, the
server slows down, grows cold, and turns increasingly monochrome.
Assimilate: Alpha’s eye appears on the Navi during CrossSoul. They heal
2 HP every roll as Alpha’s gelatinous membrane spreads out from the eye.
Anyone that touches the membrane is infected with the AlphaBug. After
the infection germinates, it either slowly deletes them before absorbing
them into Alpha, or Alpha creates a Level 2 Bond with them.

Repent: Affixes a red gem to the Navi. If the Navi/NetOp knows of anyone
breaking the law, the gem begins flashing. If the Navi/NetOp does not fully
report the crime within a minute, all gems detonate. Damage to the Navi
= 5x[Gem #]. Also hurts the PET; 3 total gem detonations will destroy it.
AngerImpact: During CrossSoul, the Navi gains Duo’s stomach cannon.
When the Navi attacks targets Duo deems vile, the cannon glows. On hit, it
fires a shockwave that adds 3 dice to the attack, knocks anyone defending
the target back a range band, and destroys Near recording devices.

AlphaClaw

JusticeFist

4xX Damage, Near, Dangerous [Blade]

4 Damage, Close, Dangerous [Impact]

Massive claws! X=1; +1 per AlphaSeed in the
server. On deletion, Alpha absorbs the target.

Strike with Duo’s fury! Deals double damage if
the target is unable or unwilling to fight back.

DarkChips: Daemons, cont.

NEBULA GRAY
You owe them nothing. Take what’s rightfully yours.
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CACHE

You could have it all back, just like you remember it.

Domain: Exploitation, Greed, Cruelty

Tribute: InvisibleHand

Domain: Nostalgia, Denial, Regret

Tribute: Haunted

Signature DarkChip: ApexPredator

ChaosUnison: ShockTherapy

Signature DarkChip: FlashMemory

ChaosUnison: Reversion

InvisibleHand: Nebula Gray’s hand hovers nearby. Only the Navi can
see it. Sooner or later, it marks something valuable (monetarily, culturally,
emotionally, etc) with its claws. In due time, the object turns to dust. The
hand then disappears. Roll Hard Bravery to temporarily ward the hand off.

Haunted: After time passes, the Navi will hear voices and see visions of
past regrets. Cache controls them. They look/sound real, and may require
a Hard Bravery roll to ignore. They only leave when the NetOp/Navi agree
to sacrifice something that the visions demand.

ShockTherapy: During CrossSoul, the Navi is bathed in Nebula Gray’s
fire. The fire spreads to everything they target with a chip/roll/Navi Power.
It doesn’t hurt the Navi. All who touch the fire reduce their Max HP by 1 for
each roll/chip used while aflame. Permanently damages the environment.

Reversion: During CrossSoul, the Navi grows Cache’s ringed horns.
They gain the element Memories, which can return anything to how they
remember, including creating life. Roll 3+[Daemon Bond] dice to summon
and manipulate it. Cache controls any living being created by Reversion.

ApexPredator

FlashMemory

5 Damage, Close, Piercing [Impact]

If this deletes, swallow the target and add their
stats to yours. Your body shifts & grows.

GREGAR

The weak should fear the mighty. Which are you?

Far [Support]

Rewind the memory of any number of targets in
range up to 10 minutes. They won’t feel a thing.

FALZAR

They never loved you, but they will. I will fix you.

Domain: Pride, Volatility, Arrogance

Tribute: Pressure

Domain: Ego, Love, Glamour

Tribute: Decay

Signature DarkChip: BeastOver

ChaosUnison: BeastOut

Signature DarkChip: BitterTalon

ChaosUnison: RedCrest

Pressure: The next 3 times you fail a roll or take damage, the negative
effects are transferred to the weakest Near ally as chosen by the Daemon.
BeastOut: During CrossSoul, the Navi grows Gregar’s spiky mane. Set
your Feral count to 0. Add 1 when you: damage or intimidate someone; use
a DarkChip; reject assistance; escalate a scenario into violence; respond
with no emotion other than rage; or destroy something harmless. When
you do anything else and your Feral > 0, subract 1. Add Feral to Body rolls.
Can spend 1 Feral to reroll an attack or extend your CrossSoul by 1 roll.

Decay: The Navi’s appearance gradually decays, twisting and morphing
into a repulsive imitation of their normal self. The only way to fix it is to
either permanently reduce your Max HP by 1 or to choose a friendly
character to pass it on to. Their symptoms will not be immediate.
RedCrest: Falzar’s crimson wings rise from the Navi’s back during
CrossSoul. When the Navi takes a target down to 2 HP or less, they can
make an Easy Charm or Bravery roll to give the target a command. The
target must obey; their mind is under the Navi’s spell.

BeastOver

BitterTalon

2+X Damage, Near, Dangerous [Rush]

3 Damage, Close [Blade]

Shred the target at Close. Increase your Daemon
Bond as much as you want; X=[Daemon Bond].

If you failed a social Charm or Bravery roll on
the target in the past, deal triple damage.
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DarkChips
DarkBomb

DarkBrand

2 Dmg, Near, Piercing [Thrown]

2 Dmg, Close, Dangerous, Slow [Impact]

Claw bomb! On hit, digs in. Explodes for 6 dmg
after they roll 3 times. Hard Strength to rip out.

Mark a target. Pick an event. If they mention it,
the mark explodes for 10 dmg. Ignores Guards.

DarkBrush
4 Damage, Near [Thrown]

Spread mystic ink! On hit, learn 1: their greatest
fear; their greatest love; their darkest secret.

DarkCannon

DarkCircle

DarkDrill

5 Damage, Far, Prcn., Dngr. [Shot]

2+X Dmg, Near, Accu., Awkd. [Shot]

4 Damage, Close, Piercing [Impact]

Fires a devastating shot that pierces anything in
its path. Bypasses all Guards. Never stops.

Dark artillery fires from your body. Hits as many
targets in range as you want. X = # of targets.

Rip them apart. Damage lowers the target’s Max
HP. Lasts a long time, even after jack-out.

DarkFlame

DarkHeart

DarkInsert

4 Damage, Near, Dangerous [Wave]

Simple [Support]

Near [Summon]

On hit, the PET overheats. NetOp takes 1
damage on chip use or roll holding the PET.

Until jack-out, add [Daemon Bond]x2 to Charm
social rolls. Any you charm get a Daemon Bond.

Spawn all Near allies’ elements. They can’t
control their element anymore, but you can.

DarkInvisible

DarkKnuckle

DarkLance

Guard, Simple [Support]

For the next 2x[Daemon Bond] rolls, you
become an invisible, invincible specter.

4 Damage, Close, Awkward [Impact]

5 Damage, Near, Awkward [Rush]

On hit, steal the target’s element. Add [Daemon
Bond]x2 to Affinity when summoning elements.

Warp Close behind the target and stab their weakest point. Can choose to teleport back or not.

DarkLantern

DarkMeteor

DarkMist

5 Damage, Close, Dangerous [Summon]

10 Dmg, Far, Prcn., Dngr., Slow [Summon]

A magic lantern. Enemies roll Bravery to not
walk towards it. Explodes on your command.

A colossal meteor appears far away. After 10
rolls, it falls. Sends destructive shockwaves out.

Far [Hazard]

Black mist isolates the server. No jacking in/out,
PET msgs, etc. All seems normal on the outside.

DarkPick

DarkPlus

DarkRecall

3 Damage, Close, Slow [Blade]

Simple [Support]

Close, Slow [Support]

A black icepick. On hit, if Virus, take control of
them. If Navi, gain total control over their PET.

On next roll, add 2x[Daemon Bond] dice. If your
Daemon Bond is your highest Bond, 3x instead.

Spawn the last Virus you deleted - you control it.
Add [Daemon Bond] to its stats. Its HP is full.

DarkRecover

DarkSnake

DarkSound

Near [Support]

6 Dmg, Close, Awkward, Slow [Impact]

Near, Awkward, Slow [Summon]

Choose at least one bonded ally in range. They
all take -2 HP, and you heal 4 HP per ally hurt.

Viper fangs bite your target! Your
Daemon takes control of the target’s voice.

Disembodied mouths emits deafening static for a
minute. Paralyzes others & jams PET connection.

DarkSpread

DarkStage

DarkStrings

5 Damage, Close, Dangerous [Impact]

Far, Dangerous, Slow [Hazard]

2 Damage, Near, Slow [Thrown]

When the target is deleted, they burst into huge
tendrils that thrash anything Close (except you).

Pick 2: change gravity; shatter the terrain; spawn
several black obelisks where you please.

Dark marionette strings! On hit, you completely
control the target for 3 rolls. They feel everything.

DarkSword

DarkThunder

DarkTornado

3x3 Dmg, Near, Awkd., Dngr. [Wave]

4 Dmg, Close, Awkd., Dngr. [Wave]

6 Damage, Close, Dangerous [Blade]
Slices a gap in the server, opening a slit from
which your Daemon can spread its influence.

Channel stunning bolts! Spend [Daemon Bond]
Stamina or you lose control of the wild lightning.

Fly in a tornado! All hit tumble upwards. It
persists, tearing the server. Doesn’t hurt you.

DarkVulcan

DarkWide

DarkWorm

3x3 Damage, Near, Accurate [Shot]

4 Damage, Near, Accu., Dngr. [Wave]

4+X Damage, Near [Rush]

A cursed minigun. Roll Hard Bravery to resist
your Daemon choosing the target instead.

A razor shockwave flies out in all directions,
slicing all Near targets. Objects are bisected.

Burrow and devour. X=[Daemon Bond]. On hit,
attack another target until you have hit X targets.
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Tarot BattleChips
This collection of BattleChips is directly based on the symbolism of the major arcana of tarot, a traditional
collection of playing cards sometimes used for divination. This was made in collaboration with Nathan
Blades, an independent podcast producer, tabletop RPG developer, and streamer. For a mix of RPG
mystery-writing advice, character inspiration, and one-page micro-RPGs, download their zine, The
Queer Cyberpunk’s Guide to Tabletop RPGs: https://sixofspades.itch.io/queer-cyberpunks-guide
0-TheFool

I-TheMagician

1+X Damage, Near [Thrown]

3 Dmg, Near, Prcn., Dngr., Slow [Shot]
Arcane magic blast! If this is the first allied
attack on the target, ignore the negative tags.

Next time an enemy targets you with a Mind roll,
briefly go invisible and move a range band.

III-TheEmpress

IV-TheEmperor

V-TheHierophant

Magic card! If this is the first chip you use, knock
the target over; if it’s the last in your Folder, X=3.

2 Dmg, Close, Accu., Awkd. [Impact]

Royal scepter! Spend 1 Charm: If their next
attack targets anyone other than you, upshift it.

3 Damage, Close, Piercing [Blade]

King’s trident! If this doesn’t delete, upshift your
next 2 rolls unless they are Strength or Bravery.

II-HighPriestess
Near, Guard, Slow [Rush]

Close, Awkward [Wave]

For 2 rolls, targets (pick 2): set their element to
yours; set their Mind to yours; cannot use chips.

VI-TheLovers

VII-TheChariot

VIII-Strength

Close, Dangerous [Hazard]

3 Damage, Near, Awkward [Rush]

4 Damage, Close [Impact]

Magic rose garden! Within, only scornful Charm/
Bravery rolls can deal dmg. Wilts after a minute.

Charge Close! Roll Normal Bravery; if you fail,
this is Dangerous. If you crit, this is Piercing.

IX-TheHermit

X-WheelOfFortune

XI-Justice

Close, Piercing, Slow [Summon]

3 Damage, Near[Thrown]

X Damage, Close, Awkward [Blade]

Holy lantern! Pick a Near target. After you defend
twice, hits the target with a 3-damage light blast.

Bite with a vicious lion’s head! Your next 3
rolled/BattleChip attacks deal -1 damage.

Karmic wheel of spikes! After the target rolls
once, they can use a copy of this chip once.

Blade of judgement! X = the amount of damage
the target did with their last attack.

XII-HangedMan

XIII-Death

XIV-Temperance

Guard, Slow [Support]

3 Damage, Near [Rush]

Next time you’re attacked, don’t defend. Damage
you take = X. Next Mind roll gets +X dice.

Charge Close on an ivory horse! If this would delete the target, it wipes their memories instead.

Close, Slow [Hazard]

Calm, shallow water rises. Anyone inside always
rolls at least 4 dice. Non-hostile rolls only.

XV-TheDevil

XVI-TheTower

XVII-TheStar

Guard, Simple [Support]

Near, Prcn., Awkd., Dngr. [Summon]

X Damage, Near, Awkward [Shot]

Next 3 times you would fail a roll, spend 2 HP
and reroll all the failed dice. This can delete you.

Malevolent cloud! GM picks 3 objects and up to 3
hostile targets to hit with shattering 3-dmg bolts.

Fire a shining beam of hope! X=HP missing,
max 4. Can’t reduce the target’s HP below 1.

XVIII-TheMoon

XIX-TheSun

XX-Judgement

Near, Slow [Thrown]

Near, Slow [Hazard]

2 Damage, Near, Slow [Wave]

Dream bomb! Target briefly (pick 1): can’t see
allies; sees you as friendly; sees you as terrifying.

Revealing light (pick 2): exposes invisible/disguised
targets; shows everyone’s Max HP; highlights liars.

XXI-TheWorld
Far, Simple [Support - Mega]

Can use the elements of all in range for 5 rolls.
Roll Xd6 to summon/manipulate; X=Bond Points.

Holy trumpet! Deafening blast removes all temporary effects (e.g. Guards, stuns, shifted rolls).

Join the Community

Join the Discord server to get the
latest updates, chat with fans of
NetBattlers and MMBN, and find
people to play with!

Discord.gg/KfhWxpe

